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ABSTK4CT
Software to aid the distribution and
coordination of tasks between different
processors was developed to distribute
This
applications wr” ten in Fortran.
development led to the discovery of
problems unique to Fort.ran and to
Two
interesting pracLical solutions.
graphical gppliracions were distributed to
pairs:
a variety of machines and machine
CDC 7600-Lsl/11, Cray-LSl/11, VAX 11/780,
and Apollo. These distributions poin[ecl
such as the use of
out
several
pa~ameters
Fortran COMMON, communication parameters,
capabilities
that can
and processing
affecl Lhe successful distribution of
anplicalions.

Our goal was to provide a software
development environment that allows
Fortran application programs [o exrrutc
partly on a large hosl compuLer and parL]y
on one of these prog, ammablc lnLd]lig~nt
terminals.
ideally, the various softwar(.
services commonly provided Lhe programmer
of a single processor should also be
provided Lhe programmer crying to progr~m
an application on two or n,,>rcdistributed
computers.
One approach to providing
these services is Lo extend th(’
programming languagt’s procedure cdl] lo
include calls 10 modules on remo[t,
compul ers,
because
it

This

solution

is

appealing

hides the mul!iplr compurrrs
and no new mechanisms nt,(!dbe lr~trned lIy
[he programmer,
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symbol table
information about
each
❑odule.
NO references
to global variables
across the computer boundary are allowed.
Prior to the normal linking phase, the
object modules are scanned by a link edit
preprocessor written for the ICOPS system.
This pre-linker changes references to
remote subroutines into references to the
ICOPS run-time system. The link editor
includes the symbol table information from
the object modules in its output. This
information can be used after execution
has begun, thus allowing the user to
interrupt execution, specify a change in
the configuration, and resume execution.
O~ly modules originally declared to the
system as muvable may be moved between
computers after ,~xecution has begun, This
ability is useful for reacting to changes
ihe actual
in the hcst’s workload.
mechanism of movable modules utilizes a
COPY of the module in each computer,
The
lCOPS run-time system activates the
dormant copy and deactivates the other
copy .
Anof.her implementation of th(’Remote
Procedure Call approach is Lhe CAGES
system devcloperi Et the University VC
2
North Carolinn,
The program modult’s,
written in Pi/l,
declared hy the
are
programmer to be either host- or
sa[elli Le-resident . There arc no movahlr
modules as in ICOPS. In addition 10
remolc prrrcrdurr cti]]s, CAGES %ul)por-[s
rcmot r globflI d~t u refcrt!n{’es and rcmotc
t-xrept~or-r
hnndlinR.
I’rlor tc)compilation,
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strongly typed descendant of Pascal, The
Emissary design used as its target
implementation system a homogeneous
collection of computers connected by an
Ethernet communications link.5 Thus, it
sidestepped the problem of data
translation found in heterogeneous
computer systems,
Our Distributing

Software

Our implementation of the Remote
Procedure Call approach is Fortran based,
with a preprocessor as in the CAGES
system,
inLer-computer
It SUppOrtS
SUBROUTINE calls and inter-computer
references to ngmed COMMON daLa, To
distribute a program between two
computers , three steps arc necessary.
FlrsL, given a Fortran app]icaLiOn
program, the programmer must decide which
Of the subroutines in the application
should execute on the satvlli[e proccss(~l
and which on Lhe host, This will medn
that some subroutines contain CALLS to
other subroutines that are not on thr s,~nl(,
computer.
All such remotr]v rallrd
subroutines must be s~)ccifivd to [hc
distributing sof[warr.
This s]~vcificir[i(jn
consists of the subrou[ ine namr and :]
iln[l
Cotlflo N”
.Icsc.
rip[ ion of i I .S p;~r(~n)t,l(:rs
art!tis,”
RS cfesrrihcd”lrc!ow.
Sccon(l, [I)(I)r(.l)
Ill,
r.()(,
css()t.i:;rul~,
I{,sull of Ibis wi 11 b{, [I](1
prl)(lu[’[
ion t)
two filvs, c,ll][,dIIS’I’SK(; and SA’I’SR(’.
Thrsr are Forlr,ll)s[)urrc lil(,s 11):1[
mus
hc com])iled or) 11)(,
110s1 nn(l s.(lrllil(,,
rrspcrt ivrl,y, UI)(IIillkc(linlo I})(*
nl)plic:~tion,

containing other parameters and COFUION
That is, the array size may
variables.
change at run-time, UP to a maximum
declared size. In addition, there are
specification commands to specify which
computer each sllbroutine runs on, which of
each subroutine’s parameters lire only used
(value never set) and which are only set
(values never used), and whether or not
the subroutine should execute in parallel
with its caller.
Experiment 1 -- Distributing

Draw

other figures are averages c f several
program
runs at different times and
days
on our time-shared VAX and Cray
computers without any special
priority treatment.
1: ELAPSED TIME TO MODIFY
A CRAPH

EXPERIMENT

(AVERAGED OVER

SEVERAL

RUNS)

‘~

Two existing graphics applications
were distributed onto various pairs of
computers using the system. The first,
DRAW, is an application program for
producing high quality two dimensional
lt provides an
charLs and graphs,
intelligent interface so that a user is
not required to write programs but answers
questions and enters the appropriate data.
DRAW is implemented on the CDl~ computers
The cDc-7600 version was
at Los Aldmos,
chosen to clisiributc between a DEC/LSI-11
and a CDC 7600,
DRAW consists of LWrIparts, the
in!cract ion handler for commands and
editing and th(~displ~y generator; [hc
~ispl;iy generator is implemrn[cd usinK

DJS!;PLA,6 The n~itura] spli[ wiIs (o move
the in[el’oction handler to [hr l.S1- 11.
Tht’ pd]-li(ull
)]-distribution 01 tht,
il)tcri]ct
ion hnndlrr wa~ acconil)lishvdin
n]ctisur~,
menl :+w(,lr
and
five di ffcrcnl Wily!i
t;lk(,l]
fo: each m(,tho(l.
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of MOVIE.BYU that runs entirely on
the Cray; Figure 3 shows the elapsed
execution time and Figure 4 shows the
execution time for the hidden surface
calculation.

Version 4
The interaction handler was
distributed, the host only
WON
transmitted the variables I
T only
that contained data, and the
returned the areas of COMMON L ~
were changed and contained data

MOWE.BYU ELAPSED EXECUTION TIMES
(INPUT DATA: 6500 ELfMENTS, 1700 NOOES)

Version 5
Version 4 was distributed to a
few users and they requested :hat
graphic tablet input be supported on
the LSI-11 as an alternate input for
Figure 2
digitizill~ data curves.
illustrates the performance with a
9600/300 line and with a 9600/9600
line.

1: EFFECT OF TIME SHARING
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Version 2
AI1 of FKWIE.BYLI is implemented
on the VAX 11/780. Performance is
illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.
Version 3
All of MOVIE.BYU is implemented
on the Apollo; performance is
illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.

General
.—

lbs.ervations

We observed, while using this system,
Lt.atit was somewhat tedious to describe
to the p.’eprocessor the needed information
about all of the remo[ely called
sllbroutines. Clearly, the preprocessor
can automatically scan the source code for
Until the distribution
ttlisinformation.
can be accomplished less tediously, we
believe that none of these distribution
systems will be widely used by application
programmers in production environments.

Debugging a distributed pro~ram
requires some understanding of the
underlying distributing software in order
to interpret inter-computer communication
to determine which computer caused the
failure, Maintenance of distributed
software seems LO vary as some power of
the number of computers involved raLhcr
than the s~m, Also,
fixing an error may
two compiler runs
mean
a
prcproc(’ssor run,
two linker
runs,
tonr
on each compur.’r),
und f’in~lly execution of the application
again. This p<ocvss is time consuming and
slows down thr implemet~[a[ion process,
Eilth
step is done m;lnuitlly011 our
systcm;
tiulom.lLirll
of lhi,~ provrss is needed
before JIwide us:’ in our cnvironmrnl will
()<t(~ur
,

The net reSUIL
sent to the host computer.
of this loss was often only a small
reduction in total elapsed execution time.
The effect is aggravated by tl.e
“burstiness” of our inter-computer
communications.

In typical time-sharing systems,
transmission takes place one character at
a time as the user types on his terminal
and is thus overlapped with his typing.
Our experimental applications tended to
run for long periods of time on the
satellite computer, interacting with the
user locally. Then , after these
interactions, rather large amounts of data
needed to be sent co the hose for
processing.
This resulLing transmission
time was annoying; Figure 1 illustrates
this effect.
In this Figure, Version 1
(9600/300) took longer than any other
version; in this case, the satellite
transmitted all of the COMMON data back to
the host. We conclude that. our “bursty”
traffic favors packet switching
communication Techniques and time-sharing
of high bandwidth communications channels
such as are found in many local networks,
Al so, we observed more comrnunirations from
satellite to host and less from host to
satellite when running a distributed
program than when running Lhe program
entirely on the host and using Lhe
satellite only as a terminal.
Our timesharing host computer system is F.I up to
provide most of the terminal bandwidth in
Lhe host-to-satellite direction (9600
baud) and only a low bandwidth (3G0 baud)
in the other direction.
This does not
appear to be the right choi(’c for
distributed programs.
Rather, ~C,U~]
division of Lhe bandwidth js ne(~dccl.
In
fact , e.<ecution of o~r rlistriblled
applications over a 1200/1200 ba~d dial-up
connection took only 10% morr t,l+psrd tim(,
than distributed execution 011 (l9(,00/’100
boud line,

On our test host, the packet sizes
are 80 bytes for input to the host, and
each packet of 80 bytes results in one
swap. The best performance at 9600/9600
for the data transmission,
was 24 seconds
i.e. 14 packets and 14 swaps. Thus, an
approximate swap time is 24/14=1.7
seconds.

The

total

transmission

time

at

9600 for 1100 bytes is 1.2 seconds. With
a longer packet (1100 bytes), the best
transmission time expected would be
1.7+1.2=2,9 seconjs ~s- the best observed
In the worst case, the
of 24 seconds.
transmission time was 95 seconds, or
95/14=6.8 seconds swap time. Tile expected
worst performance with a longer buffer
would be 6.8+1.2=8 seconds at 9600/9600;
this is 3 times faster then the best
performance observed.
For 3CU baud input, 11OG bytes
requires 36 seconds and the swap time is
These
best
to worst.
1.7 to 6.8 seconds,
data result in an expected performance
range of 37.7 to 44.8 seconds. This range
is 2 to 3 times faster than the obs?rved
data for 300 Input and slightly faster
than the average performance at 9600.
The curves of Figure 2 suggest that
packet or buffer size is an important
attribute in effective bandwidth of our
network,
Implementors should carefully
evaluate the effective bandwidth to
intelligent terminals by manipulating the
various parameters such as line speed,
packet size, and swap time.

large COf4110Narea. Curing these
communication problems requires an
understanding of the structure of the
application code and modifying it, which
is extremely time consuming.
Transmitting
the needed parameters and COMMON variables
on demand between the host and satellite
as i.t is referenced is a possible
solution; implementing this would require
compiler and operating system changes in
most situations,
Also, the user
unprogrammed
satellite
computer
the demand paging communications

language
does
programming
.

D~sLributing

memory
some

in a single
of

Lhese

functions

in the

~nformation-hid~ng

prob]rm

their

are

expect

these

this

than

EDITC)R
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to

of
The mo~L common rxamp]r
was uslIIg
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the
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of

SCANNING
LINE

OU[

spent

on

TIME

FILE)

-1

75rlRSl

TIM

45SUSSCOIKM1
llmts

ii

Jiof

one

similar;

effort has been
the ediLor.

acccssng

this

and

be

to

5[rUcLUt’c

patterns

of

and

similar

compu!.er,

subroutines

type

Compiling

quite
ratios

❑ ore

the compiler

a saLellite compu~er cause:; much more
communication to Lakv place Lhan is rco]ly
of
[hc
lack
of
required because
sullrou[ines and
COMMONareas,

encourage

times that of the VAX.
editor

?erhaps the most serious problem with
production usage of this type of
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inter-module
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Figure 4 compares
the execution
on
the hidden surface calculation
Khat is
predominantly
floating point calculations;
the ratio is 6.25 times longer for the
Figure 3 illustrates
that the
Apollo.

slower on the enLire
MOVIE.BYU application run.
Apollo

is

5.5

times

This suggests that one should not
distribute
inappropriate
items to the
It does noL
work stations.
inLelligenL
make sense to try to compete with the
floating point processing
of a Cray-l;
iL
to compete
with
the
does make sense
interaction
Improved

of the
interaction

Lime-shared
requires

Cray-1.
speed
high
hos! and Lhe

communications
between
Lhe
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forthe
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packets desired by
It appears that desk
the applications.
top processinfl power is no longer the weak
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